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LET _f! (R”, O)-+(R, 0) be a germ of a real analytic function, and let fb (C”, O)-+(C, 0) be a 
complexification off: We define the number e(f) as the Euler characteristic of the set 
f; %)nB,Z”, where 0 < x<<r<< 1, Bz” = (r~C”l /Iz/j <r}. Iffc has an isolated critical point at the 
origin then e(f) = 1 +( - l)“-‘I, where I is the Milnor number off,. The number e(f) 
can be calculated using the Newton diagram off (see [ 11). 
C. T. C. Wall proved in [2] that iffc has an isolated critical point at the origin then .u(fc) 
mod 2 (and consequently e(f) mod 2) is a topological invariant ofj: In this paper we shall 
prove that e(f) mod 2 is a topological invariant for anyf: Moreover, we shall prove that if a 
germ f has property A, (see Definition 1) and d 22 then e(f)/d mod 2 is a topological 
invariant of& The number e(f)/d mod 2 is a more precise invariant than e(f) mod 2. For 
example, for any homogeneous polynomials J; g of even degree d we have e(f) = e(g) = 0 
mod 2, but there arei g such that e(f)/d f e(g)/d mod 2. 
Let j! (R”, O)+(R, 0) be a germ of an analytic function, let jc: (C”, O)-(C, 0) be a 
complexification off at the origin. We may assume that f and fc are defined in some 
neighbourhood of the origin. Let B: = {x~R”j 11x11< 11be a small ball centred at the origin, 
and let r<<r be a small positive constant. Let us denote: 
A,(f)={x~B:j (- l)‘f(x)=r}, 
B,(f)={s&:-‘1 (- l)if(x)>O}, 
C(f) = {z#“I f&I = r}, 
where i= 1,2 and S:-‘={XER”I Il-ull=r). Put e_(f)=;C(Ai(f)), e;(f)=X(AZ(f)), 
e(f)=x(C(f)), where x(X) is the Euler characteristic of X. It is a well-known fact that 
Ai is homeomorphic to Bi(f). Moreover, if gerrnsf, g are right equivalent (i.e. there is a 
germ of a homeomorphism K: (R”, O)+(R”,O) such that fz K =g) then there is an iso- 
morphism of homology groups H,(AJf), Z,) 2 H,(A,(g), Z,). In particular, e-(f) = e-(g) 
and e+(f)=e+(s). 
Let N be the set of non-negative integers, and let d, wlr . . . , w, be positive integers. Let us 
define I,(w,, . . . , wn)={(zl,. . . , cx,)~N”l r,w,+ . . +a,w,=d mod 2dj. 
DEFINITION 1. Let f: (R”, O)+(R, 0) be an analytic germ, and let d 2 2 be an integer. We shall 
say that f has property A, if there are positive integers w, , . , w, all prime to d such that if 
f=Ca,x’ 
is the Taylor expansion off at the origin and a, #O then r~I,(w,, . . . , w,). We shall say that 
any analytic germ f: (R”, O)+(R, 0) has property A,. 
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Examples. 
(i) Each homogeneous polynomial of degree d has property A,. Here )vl = = iv, = 1. 
(ii) Assume that integers w,, . . . , w, are prime to d. Then each weighted homogeneous 
polynomial such that 
f(E.V*_xlr . . . , E.Wn.x,)=j.d_f(xl, . . . , x,), dER, 
has property A,. 
(iii) The polynomial f(x, I:, z)=xs-~z+x8$z2 has property A,. Here \t’i = I, 
wz = 3, W) = 5. 
Let d 2 1 be an integer. Put q = cos (x/d) + i. sin (x/d), E = cos (2n,!d) + i. sin (2x/d). 
Remark 2. Let fi (R”, O)-+(R,O) be an analytic germ with property A,, and let fc be a 
complexification off: Then for any integer h~(0, . . , d - 11, 
fC(EhWIZ1, . . . , Ehw~Z~)=fC(Z1, . . . ) z,), 
fC(rplZI, . . , rpnz,)=(- l)“fc(zl, . . . , z,). 
Let d B 1 be an integer. Set 
m(d)= #{hc{O, . . . , d-l)/ h-even), 
n(d)= #{h~{0,. . . , d-l)1 h-odd}. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that an analytic germ f: (R”, O)+(R, 0) has property A,, d = 1,2, . . . 
Then 
e(f)=m(d)e+(f)+n(d)e_(f) mod 2d. 
Proof Set q = cos(n/d) + i. sin(n/d), E = q ‘. There is an action of the group Z, on 
C(f)=& ‘(u)~B,Z” given by: i(z,, . . . , z,)=(E~~~z~, . . . , Pnzn). Suppose that 
z=(zl,. . . ) z,)~C(f). By Remark 2, for any iE{O, . . , d- lj we havefc(i(z))=fc(z)=r, 
fc(i(t))=fc(@=fc(z) =c1. Hence the points i(z), i(Y) belong to C(f). Assume that i(z) =j(z) 
and O<i<j<d-1. Clearly z#O and then ~(j-~)~*z~=z~ for some z,#O. Thus 
(j- i)w, EO mod d. By our assumption, wk is not a zero divisor in Z,. Hence i=j. 
By a similar argument, if i(Z)=j(z) and 0 < i<j<d - 1 then i=j. Assume that i(z)=j(?). 
Then z=h(Y), where O<hgd-1, h=j-i mod d. If z=(zl,. . . , z,) then zk=shWrzk, 
1 <k < n, and consequently 
Zk2=&hWkzkZlr=(IjhW*//Zk/1)2. 
Thus Z~ = qhwr xlr, where x,ER, and then 
z=(qhwtxl, . . . , qhwnxn). Set x=(x1, . . . , x,). 
From Remark 2, 
Let us denote 
r =fc(z) =fc($wl x 1, . . . ) rp.X”) = ( - l)h j-(x). (1) 
h(R”)= ((qhWIX1, . . . , ~hwnx,)~(.xl, . . . , x,)ER~]. 
Assume that 0~ h< h’<d - 1 and h(R”)nh’(R”)# (0). Thus there are real numbers x,+0, 
y,#O such that qhwrx,.=qh”+yl. Hence q(h’-h)wp= & 1, and then (h’- h) w, = 0 mod d. By our 
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assumption, w, is not a zero divisor in Z,, and then h = h’. Consequently, if 0 <h. h’ <d - 1 and 
h # h’ then h(R”)nh’(R”)nC(f) = 0. Let 
D(f)={zEC(f)l i(Z)=j(f) for some i,jG(O, . . d- 11).. 
Thus by (I), 
d-l 
;cP(f)) = x ZE ij W)~W-) 
h=O 
d-l 
=k~o~({~~B:I f(x,=(-1)“~)) 
= m(dk+Ul+nGb-(f‘). 
Let G be the group generated by elements a, b with the relations: 0’ = 1, bd = 1 and ab’= b”-‘a, 
where iEZ. There is a free action of G on C(f) - D( f) given by: 
a(z)=?, b(z)=(P:l, . , Pi,). 
The group G has 2d elements, and then 
e(f)=x(C(f))=x(D(f))=m(d)e_(f)+n(d)e_(f) mod 2d. 7 
There is a free action of the group Z, on C(f) given by: i(z) = (.?“!z~, . . . E~“‘~z,). Thus we 
have, 
Remark 4. If an analytic germ j! (R”, O)-+(R, 0) has property ,-l, then e(j) E 0 mod d. 
Example. Let f(xI, . . , x,)= xi, g(x,, , ,Y,,)=_Y~-‘-Y~, da 3. Clearly x 9 are homo- 
geneous polynomials and have property A,$ It is easy to see that e(f) =Hf 0 mod 2d, 
e(g)=O=O mod 2d. 
Any analytic germfi (R”, O)+(R, 0) has property A,. Consequently we get a theorem which 
was proved by C. T. C. Wall (see [2]) for germs with isolated critical points at the origin. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that analytic germs f,g: (R”,O)-+(R,O) are right equicalent. Then 
e(f)re(g) mod 2. q 
THEOREM 6. Let f: (R”,O)+(R,O) be an analytic germ with property A,, dB2. Then 
(e+(f)+e_(f))/2=e(f)/d mod 2. 
Proof. If d is even then m(d) = n(d) = d/2. By Theorem 3, d(e+ cfl+ e -(f));Z = e(f) mod 2d, 
and then (e+_f)+e_(fl)/2Ee(_f)/d mod 2. Suppose that d is odd. Let us define a homeo- 
morphism H(x,, . . , x,) = (( - 1)“’ x1, . , (- l)“nx,). It is easy to see thatf(H(x)) = -f(x). 
Thus e+(j)=e_(f), and then, by Theorem 3, 
d~e+Cf)=d~e_(_f)=d(e+(f)+e_(_f))/2-e(j) mod 2d. 
Hence (e+Cf)+e_(f))/2=e(J)/d mod 2. 0 
Of course, the (e+(J)+ e_(J)/2 is a topological invariant off: Hence, iffhas property A,, 
d > 2, then the e(_f)/d mod 2 is also a topological invariant off: 
Let us denote L=f-‘(O)nS:- l. From the Alexander duality theorem we have 
;C(L)=l-t(-1)“-‘+(-l)“%(S,“_1-L). 
Clearly, x(S:-‘-L)=~(B,V))+~(B,V))=e+V)+e_(fl. Thus we have, 
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COROLLARY 7. Let f: (R", O)+(R, 0) be an analytic germ with property A,, d > 2, and let 
L=f-‘(O)nS:-‘. Then 
X(L)/2=(1+(-l)“-‘)/2+(-l)“e(f)/d mod 2. 0 
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